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the syntax of adjuncts - cambridge university press - the syntax of adjuncts ... cambridge studies in
linguistics general editors: s. r. anderson, j. bresnan, b. comrie, w. dressler, c. ewen, r. ... 76 paul gorrell:
syntax and parsing 77 guglielmo cinque: italian syntax and universal grammar 78 henry smith: restrictiveness
in case theory 79 d. english syntax: an introduction - stanford university - english syntax: an
introduction jong-bok kim and peter sells november 20, 2007 center for the study of language and information.
contents 1 some basic properties of english syntax 1 1.1 some remarks on the essence of human language 1
1.2 how we discover rules 4 parsing: psycholinguistic aspects colin phillips ... - parsing: psycholinguistic
aspects colin phillips, university of maryland comprehension of sentences involves a number of different
processes: decoding of sounds (or written characters), word recognition, combining of words into well-formed
structures, and interpretation of those structures. parsing refers to the mental processes that the syntax of
agreement and concord - assets - x contents 5 parameters of agreement 153 5.1 introduction: parameters
and other kinds of variation 153 5.2 agreement on tense 157 5.3 agreement on f a and the formulation of the
parameters 171 5.4 agreement on complementizers 178 english syntax: an introduction - university
college dublin - english syntax: an introduction jong-bok kim and peter sells march 2, 2007 center for the
study of language and information. contents 1 some basic properties of english syntax 1 1.1 some remarks on
the essence of human language 1 1.2 how we discover rules 4 1.3 why do we study syntax and what is it good
for? 7 prosody and children's parsing of sentences - ideals - several other studies have provided
evidence for the use of prosody in sentence parsing by creating sentences in which there is a mismatch
between prosodic and syntactic information. this was done by using sentence pairs that have a string of words
in common, but different constituent boundaries is 'universal syntax' universally useful for learning ... is universal syntax universally useful for learning distributed word representations? ivan vuli ´c and anna
korhonen language technology lab dtal, university of cambridge {iv250, alk23}@cam abstract recent
comparative studies have demon-strated the usefulness of dependency-based contexts (deps) for learning disjournal of memory and language - parsing syntax memory limitations in language processing expectationbased processing russian abstract although syntactic complexity has been investigated across dozens of
studies, the available data still greatly underdetermine relevant theories of processing difﬁculty. memorybased parsing and working memory in bilingual sentence processing - 6 below, i focus on the question
of what types of information l2 speakers, at high levels of proficiency, utilise during sentence processing, and
thus will not discuss hypothesised differences in the use of declarative and procedural memory. monadic
parsing and syntax analysis - citeseerx - parsing the right-hand of grammar productions • monadic
haskell expressions can be used in semantic rules to control parsing (adding support for context-sensitive
parsing) • despite the generation of recursive descent parsers, m´ımico’s input grammars can be leftrecursive. • m´ımico’s input is an easy to read/write (context-free ... effects of prosodic and lexical
constraints on parsing in ... - cambridge ma, 02138 ... prosody and children’s parsing 2 abstract prior
studies of ambiguity resolution in young children have found that children rely heavily on lexical information
but persistently fail to use referential constraints in online parsing (trueswell, ... prosody and syntax. finally,
while there is ample evidence that adults use ... the declarative/procedural model and the shallow
structure ... - the usability of syntax clahsen and felser’s article (cf) is an important contribution to the ﬁeld of
... a variety of studies, ranging from morphological off-line investigations to on-line research on syntactic
development, are reviewed in a ... syntactic parsing strategies in italian. boston, ma: kluwer academic
publishers.
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